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  Fundamental property of liquids -- they flow. 
  When viscosity reaches 1013 poise, they stop flowing on experimental time 

scales (relaxation times ~ 100 s) 
  “Laboratory glass transition” seen for wide range of substances, and is a 
kinetic effect. 



Property of the glass obtained will depend on method of  
preparation. 

E.g., the density will depend on the cooling rate.  



  Data collapse when T scaled 
with Tg? – No, Instead, a 
range of behavior. 

  How rapidly the viscosity 
changes is called the fragility 
of the glass former. 

  Well described by the VFT 
(Vogel Fulcher Tammann) 
form. 

K -- fragility index 



 Heat capacity also shows a drop.  
 Magnitude depends on fragility, location 

depends on cooling rate.  
 Is there an underlying thermodynamic 

transition? 



  Heat capacity of the liquid higher 
than crystal. 

  By extrapolation, excess entropy 
of the liquid over crystal appears 
to vanish at a finite temperature. 
Paradoxical.  

  Resolution in practice -- Glass 
transition intervenes.  

  Resolution in principle -- Entropy 
vanishing thermodynamic glass 
transition??  

  Meaning of excess entropy?  -- 
Corresponds to multiplicity of 
distinct structures that a liquid can 
be in.  



•  Builds on Gibbs-DiMarzio theory describing 
the glass transition as an entropy vanishing 
transition.  

• Connection to dynamics.  
•  Views a liquid as divided into cooperatively 

rearranging regions of size z. 
•  Probability of rearrangement: 



•  Entropy of each CRR roughly constant 
regardless of size. 

•  Total entropy of the system 

•  Results in expression for relaxation times:  

•  Tested and found to be a good description of 
experimental and simulation data. 



Plugging into the Adam-Gibbs relation 

Hence,  

Results in VFT equation if 
since 



Energy landscape approach: Intuitive picture 
•  Disordered liquid structure. Potential 

energy a complicated function of 
coordinates, with many local energy 
minima – energy landscape. 

•  Local minima – many disordered  
packings of atoms possible in the 
liquid.   

•  Premise: disorder and structure of 
energy landscape play an essential 
role in the physics of interest.  

•  Expectation: likely to be true at low 
temperatures and high densities.  

•  Lowering temperature, the local 
minima sampled get deeper, and it 
gets harder to go from one to the 
other.  

•  Increasing relaxation times. 
•  Local minima: Inherent structures 

(Stillinger and Weber) 



A particle moving in a complicated one dimensional potential 

Many local minima of the potential energy – Inherent structures 



Some observations: 

•  Fast equilibration in “basins” of local minima 
•  Transient localization at intermediate 
temperatures 
•  ‘Trapping’ in local minima at low temperatures 
•  Barrier crossing to explore phase space;  
(in higher dimensions) entropic barriers due to 
connectivity of minima. 

Statistical description of energy landscape:  

Distribution of Minima: N(Φ) = number of minima in  
(Φ, Φ + ΔΦ) 

Configurational Entropy Density = Sc(Φ) = kB log(N(Φ) )

Configurational Entropy Sc(T) = <Sc> = Sc(Φ(T))



Martin Goldstein, Viscous Liquids and the Glass Transition:  
A Potential Energy Barrier Picture (1969): “…based on the idea 
that in “viscous” liquids (shear relaxation time 10−9 sec) flow is dominated by 
potential barriers high compared to thermal energies, while at higher temperature, 
this will no longer be true.” 

Stillinger and Weber (1982): Computer simulation studies of 
local energy minima, termed Inherent Structures and the 
formulation of thermodynamics of liquids in terms of the 
partitioning of configuration space into basins of inherent 
structures.     



The potential energy of a liquid is a function of 3 N coordinates of the 
atoms in the liquid, and forms a surface in 3N+1 dimensions. For a 
given liquid, the potential energy surface is temperature 
independent.  

The configuration space can be divided into basins of local energy 
minima, and the properties of the liquid can be studied by 
considering the temperature dependent sampling of the landscape. 



Computer simulations 
The analysis of the energy landscape has been 
carried out using computer simulations extensively.  

Molecular dynamics simulations to generate trajectory 
of  a collection of interacting particles (atoms) under 
constant energy or temperature. 

A sample of configurations is subjected to local 
energy minimization to probe the energy landscape 
sampled by the liquid at the studied state point.  

The statistics of energy minima sampled, and 
properties of such minima are calculated.  

The dynamics of the liquid is probed by the diffusion 
of particles, density correlation functions, etc.     



Average Energy of Inherent Structures  
Computer simulation of Kob-Andersen binary LJ mixture: 

Liquid simulated at varying cooling rates.  

•  Nearly constant average 
energy of inherent structures at 
high temperature. 

•  Increasing depth of minima at 
lower temperatures. 

•  At the lowest temperatures, 
liquid gets “stuck” in inherent 
structures   of depth that 
depends on cooling rate.    

Sastry et al 1998 





Sastry 2000 



Onset of significant temperature dependence of inherent 
structure energies coincides with emergence of non-
Arrhenius  T dependence of relaxation times.   





Decrease of KWW exponent tracks the sampling of deeper minima 

Sastry et all 1999 



The emergence of interesting dynamics in the liquid is 
associated with a nontrivial sampling of the potential 

energy surface. 



Goldstein prediction: Crossover to activated dynamics 
when relaxation time ~ 10−9 sec) 

Associated with the mode coupling temperature.  

Separation of vibrational and basin hopping times scales. 

φ(t) 

log(t)



To probe, generate a time series of configurations from molecular 
dynamics, and a corresponding time series of inherent structures 
(Schroeder et al 2000). 

Calculate time correlation functions for both molecular dynamics and 
inherent structure trajectory.  

Schroder et al 2000 



Plateau value of inherent structure correlation function approaches 1 as 
T  approaches Tc  



Long time relaxation time and 
KWW exponent the same for 
the two trajectories.  

Further insights from looking 
at saddle points in addition to 
minima.    



Map instantaneous configurations to close by saddle points as 
well as minima. 

The order of the saddles vanishes as Tc is approached.    

Angelani et al, Broderix et al (2000) 



Changes in the nature of dynamics captured by the 
properties of the sampled energy landscape. 



The partition function integral can be rewritten in terms 
of a sum over basins of local minima:    

Defining Basin Free energy:  

The partition function is expressed in terms of the density of  
states of minima, Ω, and the associated “Configurational Entropy” Sc    

Approximation: Basin free energy same for minima of same energy: Fbasin(Φ,T)  









La Nave et al 2002  



Sastry 2000 



Identify Crossover temperature from deviations 















S S Ashwin, thesis 





Ashwin et al 2004 



TMCT Tg Tonset TK 

Tg: Glass transition temperature 

TK: Kauzmann or ideal glass transition temperature 

TMCT: Divergence temperature of MCT 

Tonset: Temperature where glassy behavior begins    



Sastry 2001 

















Silica: Archetypal strong liquid. 

But shows fragile behavior at high temperatures. 

However, diffusivity obeys Adam-gibbs relation.  

Saika-Voivod 2001 



Deviation from 1/T dependence of inherent structure energies. 

Leveling off of inherent structure energies, leads to strong behavior. 

Departure from Gaussian density of states (Saksaengwijit et al 2004) 



















































Prediction of intersection of glass transition and spinodal lines 
relevant for structural arrest during phase separation (gelation)   



 Phase diagram of spherical 
potentials* 

0.13<φc<0.27 

[if the attractive range 
is very small ( <10%)] 

(Foffi et al PRL 94, 078301, 2005) 

Borrowed from 
Sciortino ACS  



How to go to  low T at low φ  
(in metastable equilibrium) ? 

Are there other possible scenarios? 

-The role of the “valence” 

How to suppress phase separation ? 

Borrowed from 
Sciortino ACS  



Valence-Controlled Patchy  particles  

Hard-Core (gray spheres)    Short-range Square-Well (gold patchy sites) 

No dispersion forces  
The essence of bonding !!! 

maximum # of “bonds”, (as opposed  to # patches,  fraction of bonding 
surface) 

Borrowed from 
Sciortino ACS  



Metabasins 

Transitions between inherent structure basins are correlated. 

One must consider ways of grouping inherent structures so that 
transitions between them – metabasins – can be analyzed to 
developed a model of dynamics. [Heuer et al 2003 - ]  

Effective activation energy associated with dynamics. 

Description of dynamics in terms of effective activation energies.  

Metabasins identified through dynamics of the system [Wales 
lecture for identification through disconnectivity graphs]  



Analysis of aging from energy landscape picture 

The separation of time scales between relaxation within basins 
of a minimum and relaxation from hopping between minima 
suggests the use of IS energies as  a way of identifying the 
effective temperature experienced by the system. 

Sciortino and Tartaglia 2001 and subsequent 
papers by them with co-workers.  



Upon a temperature quench, the system rapidly relaxes 
within a given basin, and relaxes to an equilibrium sampling 
of basins on a much longer time scale.     



Writing the total free energy of the system as 

One can obtain the equilibrium condition by 

If eIS does not correspond to the equilibrium value,  what are 
the relevant temperatures?  
For the basin free energy it is the equilibrium temperature. 
For the first term, assume that this is an ‘internal temperature’ 
to be determined by imposing the observed value of eIS:      



FDT ratio: Test using computer simulation, using perturbation  
Hamiltonian:   

with 

FDT relation 

Becomes 

with 



The lines, calculated from the bath and internal temperatures, 
agree with observed slopes!  



Does that mean the the IS energy can be used as a good  
fictive parameter? One can write a out-of-equilibrium free 
energy, as  

And the volume derivative, with a known time dependent 
eIS as input, should predict, eg, the pressure of an OOE 
system:     

Works quite well. 

Mossa et al 2002 – 04] 



But in general, this should not work, as illustrated by the 
Kovacs crossover experiment: 

At the same T, P, V, the time  
evolution of the system is 
history dependent.   

Mossa et al 2004] 



TMCT Tg Tonset TK 

Expectation:  

What we find: 

Landscape Dominated 
       activated  “Diffusive” 

    MCT 

Normal  
  liquid 

Landscape influenced 
MCT 

Puzzle: MCT and landscape descriptions appear to apply in  
the same temperature regime.  

Possible solution: Mixing of mechanisms (MCT + hopping) 
[Bhattacharyya, Bagchi, Wolynes PNAS 2008]  



Analysis of dynamics in liquids through the energy landscape 
provides a useful way of understanding processes leading to 
relaxation.  

However, a satisfactory dynamical description is lacking.  

No satisfactory rationalization of Adam-Gibbs relation through 
this approach yet, though central to many studies. 

The observed significance of the sampling of the potential 
energy landscape to the dynamics of the liquid below the 
onset temperature, well above the Goldstein crossover is in 
need of better understanding.   




